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Abstract: A rank-size rule following Zipf’s law was tested along a complete urban–rural hierarchy in
Greece using 2021 census data released at different administrative levels. Testing five econometric
specifications (linear, quadratic, and cubic forms, together with refined logistic and Gompertz forms)
on log-transformed population numbers, deviations from the rank-size rule were assumed as an
indicator of economic concentration (considering settlements, population, and activities jointly) along
the density gradient in Greece. This hypothesis was verified using progressively disaggregated popu-
lation numbers at (i) regional units (n = 75), (ii) ‘Kallikratis’ municipalities (n = 333), (iii) ‘Kapodistrian’
municipalities (n = 1037), and (iv) local communities (n = 6126). Econometric results were stable
across geographical levels and indicate a relatively poor fit of linear specifications, the classical
formulation of Zipf’s law. Quadratic specifications displayed a good fit for all territorial levels out-
performing cubic specifications. Gompertz specifications outperformed logistic specifications under
aggregate partitions (e.g., regional units and ‘Kallikratis’ municipalities). Quadratic specifications
outperformed both logistic and Gompertz specifications under disaggregated levels of investigation
(‘Kapodistrian’ municipalities and local communities). Altogether, these findings indicate the per-
sistence of non-linear rank-size relationships estimated over a cross-section of population data at
progressively detailed observational units. Such evidence enriches the recent literature on Zipf’s law,
demonstrating the inherent complexity of rank-size rules tested on real data along the whole density
gradient in a given country.

Keywords: rank-size rule; settlement structure; regional economics; indicators; Mediterranean

1. Introduction

Understanding the intimate pattern of population distribution and accounting for the
intrinsic socioeconomic dynamics of urban–rural hierarchies, are key arguments of applied
economics, regional science, spatial planning, and political geography [1–3]. By considering
population, settlements, and activities, both separately and together, comparative analyses
of urban–rural hierarchies that use population (or economic) data at different aggregation
levels were rather infrequent in both advanced economies and emerging countries [4–6].
The need for coherent, high-quality statistics limits the practical applicability of theoretical
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exercises referring to the rank-size relationship and, more specifically, to the empirical
verification of Zipf’s law for specific variables, basically population or, less frequently,
settlements and activities [7–9]. While maintaining full comparability over time and space,
results of official surveys, such as general censuses, seem to be particularly appropriate for
this type of analysis [10–12].

Until now, urban–rural hierarchies were mainly investigated using key variables such
as population, regarded as the basic information for assessing the structure and dynamics
of demographic systems, settlement morphology, and activity dynamics [13]. Broadly
speaking, population is an economically relevant variable—being frequently regarded as
the driver of almost all social processes—and it is commonly used as the denominator of
economically relevant variables or indicators, including per-capita income—a basic measure
of the affluence of a given place, community, or geographical entity [14]. Demographic
growth rates are also intended as economic indicators since they assess trends over time in
the short-term (or long-term) evolution of any productive system [15–17].

With this perspective in mind, total population is considered a basic factor driving re-
gional development in both urban and rural locations, being a powerful engine of economic
growth and metropolitan transformations through urbanization channels, especially—but
not exclusively—in advanced economies [18]. Stability or change in population hierar-
chies over small (or relatively small) districts is especially interesting in Europe [19], a
continent with ‘sticky people and implicit boundaries’ [20]. Adopting total population
as a key variable when exploring the process underlying consolidation (or modification)
of urban–rural gradients across regions and countries thus remains a relevant task in the
economic analysis [21]. The rank-size relationship was extensively tested for this variable,
providing evidence of the inverse proportionality between the rank of settlements and the
related population [22].

The rank-size relationship between settlements and cities was investigated in the
present study, assuming the predictions of Zipf’s law as the basis for the interpretation
and discussion of urban, metropolitan, and regional development processes [23]. The
rank-size rule was also assumed as a source of demographic heterogeneity and economic
complexity [24–26]. Based on stylized facts repeatedly observed in real cases [27–29],
Zipf’s law postulates the existence of a significant relationship (fitted with a straight line
having a slope around −1) between the logarithm of city rank against the logarithm of its
population [30–32]. In other words, the frequency of a given event that is part of a set was
modeled as a function of the position (rank) in the decreasing ordering with respect to the
frequency of that event [33]. However, the existence of (more or less intense) deviations
from a purely linear rank-size relationship suggests the appropriateness of the combined
use of mixed (e.g., linear and non-linear) specifications with the aim of better capturing the
inherent complexity in the underlying economic processes over time and across space [34],
as well as cross-sectional heterogeneities and systematic errors associated with official data.

Another aspect of the empirical verification of population rank-size relationships
applied to urban–rural systems are the primary focus on cities, towns, and high-density
settlements [35]. As a matter of fact, the rank-size relationship for cities is one of the most
explored applications of Zipf’s law in real-world systems [36]. It predicts, with sufficient
precision, the distribution of total population along a gradient of city sizes irrespective
of the geographical coverage, being positively verified for relatively small regions and
countries [37], while also maintaining significance at broader scales, namely continental
or global [38]. Based on these premises and considering the broad literature on Zipf’s law
and the related criticisms [39–41], the present study proposes an empirical verification of
the rank-size relationship of total population along a complete urban–rural hierarchy in
Greece, a small and peripheral European country with intense socioeconomic divides and
a marked primacy of large cities over the rest of the settlements. As a contribution to the
empirical study of rank-size rules applied to cities [42], the exercise proposed here was
aimed at addressing three issues less investigated in the current literature.
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First, we focused on a complete population gradient (from the largest cities to the
smaller villages), not censored at a specific demographic threshold, in line with Calderín-
Ojeda [33]. This practical choice means managing data heterogeneity because of the
presence of a relatively long tie of (medium-small) settlements, more or less sparse across
the country, that contribute to the formation and consolidation of the metropolitan hierarchy
in both accessible locations and more peripheral places [43]. In other words, with this
choice, we are not exclusively interested in the goodness-of-fit of the rank-size relationship
estimated on real data, but also in the inherent departure from the fit along the whole
density gradient [44]. In this perspective, we assumed local heterogeneity as a proxy of
economic systems with distinctive functioning because of different factors that determine
urban growth and social change [45–47].

Second, we tested the implicit role of the data disaggregation level, assuming de-
partures from a traditional Zipf’s law depending on the size and number of elementary
analysis units [48]. In the current literature, there is no consensus on the use of a unique
aggregation level for the empirical testing of rank-size rules for cities [49]. Heterogene-
ity derives from the partial availability of comparable (official) statistics from censuses
and/or sampling surveys [50]. In Europe, the most common variable in official statistics
(namely, total population across a given area) was released at various aggregation levels,
from regions to prefectures and from municipalities to local communities [51]. Despite a
common classification of the various aggregation levels for statistical purposes (namely, the
Nomenclature Units of Territorial Statistics, NUTS, adopted by Eurostat, the statistical office
of the European Commission), the use of these different data aggregation typologies when
testing Zipf’s law is still not completely codified and discussed [52]. With this perspective
in mind, our study compares the rank-size rule at four different aggregation levels, from
prefectures to local communities [53], controlling for sample sizes and the implicit influence
of the statistical distribution of the target variable, namely the resident population [54].

Third, we assumed linear and non-linear rank-size relationships as implicit signals
of homogeneous and diversified economic systems, respectively, with a given study area,
possibly with different functions and underlying drivers [55]. Our hypothesis is that a non-
linear rank-size rule reflects the existence of local systems governed by distinctive economic
drivers [56]. This implies the existence of at least two systems, namely a strictly urban
system responding to scale and agglomeration economies [57] and a less dense system
where agglomeration and scale perform less effectively [58]. Therefore, we tested the rank-
size rule on the real data described above by comparing the statistical fit of five econometric
specifications: (i) linear, (ii) quadratic, and (iii) cubic forms, augmented with (iv) logistic
and (v) Gompertz laws [59]. Common diagnostics were implemented to study the fit of
such specifications and discuss the eventual diversification of the economic system within
the study area [60], together, addressing the global adherence to a rank-size relationship
and the local departure from such trends [61].

Regarding the selection of the study area, our empirical work evaluated Greece as a
peripheral and marginal European country characterized by (i) important socioeconomic
gaps, (ii) an urban primacy of the capital city without equality in the old continent (35% of
the Greek population lives in metropolitan Athens), and (iii) important disparities, both of
an infrastructural and telecommunication nature, in the accessibility of urban and rural
districts [62]. These gaps, typically of an economic nature, have already been reflected in
the path of regional and local development for many decades, consolidating the so-called
‘leading’ areas (urban, agricultural, and tourism-specialized) and depressing internal and
remote areas, the so-called ‘laggers’ [63]. Such a model, consolidated over time, appears
difficult to reverse with top-down policies and requires targeted approaches addressing
the problems of urban and rural areas, which are often totally divergent [64]. From this
perspective, a more precise classification of urban and rural territories based on the specific
functioning of local and regional economic systems, instead of simple official statistical
indicators (e.g., population density, per capita income, and unemployment rate), proved to
be an operational tool informing any development policy [65]. Analyzing a metropolitan
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hierarchy through the assumption of a rank-size relationship that follows Zipf’s law allows
us to verify the existence of one, two, or more economic systems that are spatially organized
and that function with different economic speeds, social attributes, and demographic
dynamics [66]. Our hypothesis is that different coefficient slopes of Zipf’s law identify
local systems characterized by different economic drivers, e.g., scale/agglomeration vs.
accessibility/amenities vs. subsistence [67]. The empirical verification proposed in this
work and based on elementary econometric techniques allows us to answer this research
question [68].

2. Methodology
2.1. Study Area

We studied the population hierarchy in Greece (nearly 130,000 km2) taken as a repre-
sentative example of social and economic structures typical of peripheral and internally
centralized countries in South-Eastern Europe [69]. Greek economy displays an evident
legacy with tourism, traditional industries (including construction), the dominance of basic
services (commerce, public administration, and real estate), and extensive agricultural
systems [5]. More than 30% of the Greek population gravitated around Athens, the capital
city, showing a consolidated urban primacy since World War I [70].

In the present study, we adopted a selection of elementary (polygonal) analysis do-
mains reflecting progressively more detailed levels of local governance in Greece. These
administrative levels correspond with the Nomenclature of Territorial Statistical Units
(NUTS) adopted by Eurostat, the European Statistical Office. More precisely, the partitions
selected here are (i) NUTS-3 prefectures (n = 75 units), (ii) NUTS-5 ‘Kallikratis’ municipali-
ties (n = 333 units), (iii) LAU-1 (Local Administrative Unit) ‘Kapodistrian’ municipalities
(n = 1037 units), and (iv) LAU-2 communities (n = 6126 units). Maps illustrating the bound-
aries of these administrative levels are presented in Figure 1. Moreover, these four analysis
levels reflect a gradient of governance centralization–decentralization when moving from
prefectures to local communities. These units are also assumed to be a suitable domain
when investigating the distribution and concentration of population and economic activities
in Greece [62] since they represent—better than other economic indicators—territorial gra-
dients and urban–rural divides [18]. More specifically, such units identify (i) urban nodes,
(ii) accessible coastal areas and dynamic lowlands attracting tourists and the working
population, and (iii) peripheral districts experiencing depopulation and land abandonment.
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2.2. Data and Variables

We adopted a homogenized collection of population data prepared and released by
the Hellenic Statistical Authority (ELSTAT) from the last population census (2021). The
log-transformed total population based on the absolute number of inhabitants in a given
analysis unit was used as the target variable. Based on population size, the unit’s rank
was log-transformed as well. The population size was made available in the same survey
year at the four administrative partitions of Greece illustrated above. The population data
used here are the most updated in the country since administrative registers releasing
annual demographic estimates of the total population provided suitable and comparable
data only at NUTS-0, 1, 2, and 3 levels. This means that population data at more granular
domains (such as NUTS-5, LAU-1, and LAU-2 units) were (and still are) available only from
population censuses held every ten years in Greece [71]. Despite having slight differences
in the administrative structure of the country since 1991, the spatial distribution of the
population was rather stable over time in the last three decades, as demonstrated in the
corresponding population census [72]. Earlier studies documented the persistence of
marked population divides across Greek regions, resulting in huge density gaps between
the metropolitan regions of Athens and Thessaloniki and the less populated, rural, and
peripheral districts of Epirus, Trace, and Peloponnese [73]. A previous work [74] also
documented the intrinsic temporal stability (1961–2011) of the rank-size rule for the Greek
population explored at the administrative level of LAU-1 municipalities. Based on these
results, we focused on a comparative analysis of the importance of the spatial scale and
administrative partition of the country [75], assuming rather modest changes in the rank-
size relationship depicting the distribution of the Greek population since World War II.

2.3. Econometric Analysis

The statistical distribution of the total population across the selected Greek units (see
above) was analyzed using metrics of central tendency, dispersion, and shape (arithmetic
mean, standard error, minimum and maximum values, median, 25th and 75th percentiles,
skewness, and kurtosis). These metrics were calculated separately at each administrative
partition and provided a preliminary description of the target variable, namely population
size at a given territorial unit [62]. As a second step, the following equation was considered,
with the aim of predicting the rank-size relationship across the selected administrative
units (see above):

Yi = AXi
−b (1)
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where Xi is the rank of the i-th administrative unit, Yi is the population size of each unit,
and A is a constant term [72]. According to the specification proposed by Lotka [73], the
population size of the i-th unit and its rank were log-transformed [74]. Thus, the impact
of rank on population size or density was assessed through the estimate of the regression
coefficient (slope) in a (linear) specification [log(Yi) = a − blog(Xi) + e], where a = log(A)
is a scale factor reflecting the size (or density) of the largest city (rank = 1) and e is the
(random) error term [75]. In other words, this specification means that the frequency of a
given event being part of a target data set was modeled as a function of the position (rank)
in the decreasing ordering with respect to the frequency of that event [76].

This approach means that an ordered hierarchy of cities and villages, from the larger
to the smaller settlement measured through population size, correlated negatively with
the respective hierarchical rank, and these findings reflect the assumption at the base of
Zipf’s law [77]. This law hypothesizes a linear proportionality between population size and
rank, the so-called rank-size rule, with a negative slope coefficient reaching −1. Empirical
exercises run on real data (population along density gradients from larger to smaller
cities) in various socioeconomic contexts basically confirm such assumptions [78]. The
stylized facts at the base of Zipf’s law thus constitute well-known empirical evidence that
is mostly stable over time and space, encompassing different industrial cycles, historical
time periods, social phases, and demographic transitions in both advanced countries and
emerging economies [79].

The average effect of independent (external) factors (namely, the overall level of the
process, irrespective of the impact of the predictor) was estimated with the intercept re-
gression coefficient [80]. The linear form was augmented with the separate estimation
of quadratic and cubic forms. Additionally, two complex specifications, less frequently
used in rank-size studies, namely the logistic equation and the Gompertz law, were also
estimated, in line with specific indications from previous exercises [81]. Regression diag-
nostics (adjusted R2, Fisher-Snedecor F, and Akaike Information Criterion, AIC) were used
to quantify the goodness-of-fit of each model to real data and to identify the specification
adhering most to the population hierarchy in Greece, considering the related heterogene-
ity. Graphical scrutiny of the rank-size relationship by administrative partition and fitted
specification contributed to this issue.

3. Results

Table 1 reports a selection of descriptive metrics of central tendency, dispersion,
and symmetry that were run on the statistical distribution of the total population at the
four administrative levels considered in this study. Based on the increasing sample size,
the metrics indicate substantial heterogeneity in the distribution of the population by
administrative partition. The indicators of central tendency decreased, moving from
aggregate to disaggregate administrative partitions of Greece. This was observed coherently
for simple averages and more robust indices such as the median, being less sensitive to
outliers. The coefficient of variation increased with the same direction and intensity, being
relatively small at the level of both NUTS-3 prefectures and NUTS-5 municipalities and
rising significantly at the level of LAU-1 and LAU-2 communes. This may indicate a
particularly high heterogeneity when using granular data such as LAU-1 and LAU-2
municipalities and local communities. A standardized measure of range (namely, the
normalized range, i.e., maximum–minimum divided by the arithmetic average) followed
the same pattern. Considering more robust metrics, such as the 25th and 75th percentiles,
the interquartile range (i.e., the value of 75th–25th percentile divided by the median)
maintained an internal coherency across different partitions, rising from 1.33 (prefectures)
to 1.84 (local communities). Finally, kurtosis, asymmetry, and the basic metric obtained by
dividing the median by the arithmetic mean all indicate an increased skewness, moving
from aggregate to disaggregate administrative units.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of population distribution in Greece (2021 census, total inhabitants) by
observational unit, from aggregated (regional units) to disaggregated ones (local communities).

Metric Regional
Units Kallikratis Municipalities Kapodistrian Municipalities Local Communities

Observational units 75 333 1037 6126
Mean 139,766 31,479 10,108 1711

Median 84,866 17,610 3470 286
Median/mean 0.607 0.559 0.343 0.167

Coefficient of variation 1.419 1.554 2.783 6.969
Normalized range 7.81 20.44 63.65 376.0

Percentile, 25th 28,980 8274 1759 117
Percentile, 75th 142,195 38,033 7608 644

Interquartile range 1.33 1.69 1.69 1.84
Kurtosis 11 77 264 1471

Asymmetry 3 7 13 31

The empirical results of the econometric estimation of the rank-size relationship
reflecting population hierarchy at the level of regional units (n = 75) in Greece (2021) are
illustrated by specification in Table 2. The goodness-of-fit of the tested models improved
from linear to more complex specifications. The linear form has a relatively modest fit,
increasing substantially with square forms. Based on AIC, the Gompertz law provided the
highest goodness-of-fit. In general, quadratic relationships offer better results (capturing
the largest part of local heterogeneity along the density gradient). The population at the
lowest-rank locations (mostly rural, peripheral, and depopulated) was estimated with
less steep fits; the reverse pattern was observed for populations at higher-rank locations,
corresponding to urban and suburban spaces.

Table 2. Estimation of the rank-size relationship along the population hierarchy at the level of regional
units (n = 75) in Greece by econometric specification (2021).

Metric Linear Quadratic Cubic Logistic Gompertz

Diagnostics
Akaike Information Criterion 6.83 6.66 8.82 6.68 6.63

Adjusted R2 0.77 0.97 0.98
Fisher Snedecor F 246 1261 1093

Estimated parameters
a0 4.37 −4.22 4.29 1.88 1.88
a1 −0.60 3.10 −2.50 2.6 × 10−7 −1.5 × 10−6

a2 −0.39 0.82 −2.80 2.39
a3 −0.09

An estimation of the rank-size relationship along the density gradient (2021) at the
level of LAU-1 municipalities (n = 333), corresponding to the new structure of local govern-
ments enforced by the ‘Kallikratis’ reform of 2011, is illustrated in Table 3 by econometric
specification. The goodness-of-fit of the tested models increased substantially from linear to
more complex specifications, reaching the maximum with quadratic specifications. While
the linear form showed a rather modest fit, in line with the results illustrated above, the
Gompertz law provided the highest goodness-of-fit based on AIC and confirmed by visual,
comparative scrutiny of the rank-size relationship estimated on real data (Figure 2). It seems
clear that the negligible heterogeneity associated with the rank-size relationship along the
whole population gradient may indicate an intermediate partition with moderate disaggre-
gation, such as LAU-1 municipalities, as the most performing partition for the empirical
verification of population rank-size rules. Similarly, with the findings illustrated above, the
population at the lowest-rank locations (mostly rural, peripheral, and depopulated) was
estimated with less steep functional forms. The reverse was observed for populations at
higher-rank locations, corresponding to urban and peri-urban spaces (Figure 2).
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Table 3. Estimation of the rank-size relationship along the population hierarchy at the level of
‘Kallikratis’ municipalities (n = 333) in Greece by econometric specification (2021).

Metric Linear Quadratic Cubic Logistic Gompertz

Diagnostics
Akaike Information Criterion 22.02 8.36 9.27 6.90 6.25

Adjusted R2 0.69 0.96 0.98
Fisher Snedecor F 748 4074 5478

Estimated parameters
a0 4.61 −1.91 4.68 2.52 2.52
a1 −0.60 2.76 −2.56 2.3 × 10−6 −5.2 × 10−6

a2 −0.42 0.97 −2.59 2.37
a3 −1.12
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Figure 2. Gompertz fit (red line) of the rank-size relationship along the population hierarchy of
Greece (black dots represent real data) by observational unit (left: NUTS-3 regional units; center-left:
NUTS-5 ‘Kallikratis’ municipalities; center-right: LAU-1 ‘Kapodistrian’ municipalities; right: LAU-2
local communities) in 2021.

An estimation of the rank-size relationship along the density gradient (2021) at the
level of LAU-1 municipalities corresponding to the old administrative structure of local
governance in Greece (the so-called ‘Kapodistrian’, n = 1037), is illustrated in Table 4
by econometric specification. As in previous exercises, the goodness-of-fit of the tested
models increased when moving from linear to more complex specifications. The linear
form displays a relatively modest fit while improving substantially in comparison to what
has been observed at more aggregate partitions. The goodness-of-fit increased substantially
with second-order polynomial forms, totalizing the lowest AIC and thus being considered
the optimal fit within the tested models. In contrast, with previous results, both logistic and
Gompertz laws performed relatively badly, and, in particular, the Gompertz law was unable
to capture the intrinsic heterogeneity of population distribution at lower ranks (in both
peri-urban and urban locations). From this perspective, a systematic deviation from the
expected curve was observed for population amounts between 5000 and 10,000 inhabitants
(Figure 2). This demographic class reflects medium-small settlements but rather dynamic
agricultural centers responding slowly to urban (agglomeration and scale) economies.
However, this class and those with an even higher rank were relatively heterogeneous in
comparison to strictly rural populations.

An estimation of the rank-size relationship along the density gradient (2021) at the
level of LAU-2 communities in Greece (n = 6126) is illustrated by econometric specification
in Table 5. While increasing from linear to more complex specifications, the goodness-of-
fit of both quadratic and cubic forms was the highest in the sample (R2 = 0.98 and 0.99,
respectively), and the linear form gave the best result in this study, with R2 approaching 0.9,
despite the larger (and possibly, heterogeneous) sample size. Both logistic and Gompertz
laws performed badly; the Gompertz law was unable to describe the intrinsic heterogeneity
of the population distribution at settlements above 1000 inhabitants, suggesting that rural-
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dynamic, peri-urban, and urban locations require a more flexible estimation of the rank-size
rule at this (so-called granular) investigation level, as shown in Figure 2.

Table 4. Estimation of the rank-size relationship along the density gradient at the level of ‘Kapodis-
trian’ municipalities (n = 1037) in Greece, by econometric specification (2021).

Metric Linear Quadratic Cubic Logistic Gompertz

Diagnostics
Akaike Information Criterion 39.09 8.02 9.73 12.57 22.30

Adjusted R2 0.82 0.99 0.99
Fisher Snedecor F 4568 48,661 38,349

Estimated parameters
a0 4.86 1.46 2.24 3.023 3.023
a1 −0.64 1.34 0.59 4.51 × 10−5 −7.7 × 10−5

a2 −0.28 −0.05 −2.17 2.00
a3 −0.02

Table 5. Estimation of the rank-size relationship along the population hierarchy at the level of local
communities (n = 6126) in Greece by econometric specification (2021).

Metric Linear Quadratic Cubic Logistic Gompertz

Diagnostics
Akaike Information Criterion 114.5 29.1 21.1 198.1 410.6

Adjusted R2 0.90 0.98 0.99
Fisher Snedecor F 57,462 1.49 × 105 1.76 × 105

Estimated parameters
a0 4.94 3.85 3.11 3.79 3.79
a1 −0.64 0.23 1.15 0.001 −0.001
a2 −0.16 −0.52 −1.94 1.82
a3 0.04

4. Discussion

Focusing on the whole hierarchy from urban to rural locations in Greece, our con-
tribution has verified the rank-size relationship in the total population, comparing the
econometric performance of linear and non-linear specifications of Zipf’s law [82]. To
achieve this objective, we tested different representations of the same population hierarchy
partitioning the total population into diversified (administrative) spatial units, from more
centralized ones (NUTS-3 prefectures) to more decentralized ones (LAU-2 local commu-
nities). The consideration of the whole population hierarchy from the largest cities to the
smallest villages contributes to overcoming the issue of selecting a population threshold to
include (or exclude) locations from the statistical estimation of the rank-size relationship, as
performed in earlier studies. In other words, the total population in each observational unit
was intended as the result of the complex interactions between urban and rural economies
in the country [83].

Our study implements standard econometric techniques using linear, quadratic, cubic,
and more complex (square) relationships between the rank and size of cities (and villages)
in Greece. These specifications (especially the linear one) were extensively used and
verified in previous studies dealing with Zipf’s law [74]. In this paper, we reported the
empirical outcome of the econometric estimation run over four administrative scales
partitioning the Greek territory into more or less granular units, with the aim of testing the
stability of the rank-size rule along a density gradient from aggregated to disaggregated
observation domains. The empirical results demonstrate that the use of different (more
or less aggregated) partitions of the Greek territory does not significantly influence the
estimation of Zipf’s law over real population data [84]. With this perspective in mind,
testing real data under the rank-size rule means controlling the appropriateness of Zipf’s
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law in different economic systems representative of urban and rural locations and the
intermediate contexts in between [85].

More specifically, the empirical results of the econometric estimation run in this study
on real population data at four disaggregation levels (moving from an aggregate level,
such as the NUTS-3 prefectures, to a mostly disaggregated level, such as the LAU-2 local
communities in Greece) document the highest fit of a quadratic relationship in the estima-
tion of the rank-size rule in Greece against more classical linear relationships [86]. These
findings were collected irrespective of the aggregation level characteristic of the elementary
observational units and, thus, may demonstrate the existence of distinctive dynamics along
the density hierarchy that are independent of data aggregation [87]. Moreover, the results
of the econometric estimation have documented the appropriateness of a quadratic relation-
ship identifying two rank-size relationships [75], i.e., with distinctive regression coefficients,
along the investigated population hierarchy from the largest cities to the smallest villages
in Greece [88].

A reasonable explanation for this observed pattern is the co-existence of two settlement
structures reflective of socioeconomic systems responding to different drivers of growth
and change: (i) a strictly urban system influenced by agglomeration/scale economies and
translated into a settlement structure with a ‘more steep’—and less homogeneous—rank-size
rule and (ii) a typical rural system possibly influenced by agricultural economies and translated
into a more dispersed—less steep and homogeneous—settlement structure [76,77,79]. The
inherent stability of econometric estimation (namely, the goodness-of-fit (adjusted R2) and
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), as well as the individual regression coefficients) reflects
the appropriateness of such an interpretation of the diversified economic dynamics along
the Greek density gradient [22].

The heterogeneous goodness-of-fit of quadratic and more complex square relation-
ships (e.g., logistic and Gompertz) is instead reflective of even more diversified dynamics,
possibly depending on the level of data aggregation. Logistic and, in particular, Gompertz
laws run well in the case of aggregate observational units (prefectures and NUTS-5 munic-
ipalities, with 75 and 333 observational units, respectively). Quadratic estimations seem
to give better fits for population hierarchy under more disaggregated observational units
(e.g., LAU-2 local communities). These differences are in line with the economic divide dis-
cussed above [65–67]. More specifically, urban locations were characterized by a relatively
high departure from a rank-size rule [83], possibly associated with accelerated economic
dynamics. Less evident heterogeneities were observed in rural locations characterized by
smaller population numbers and more dispersed settlements [26].

Altogether, our results outline the substantial stability of Zipf’s regression coefficients,
irrespective of the econometric specification or administrative partition adopted [62]. By
suggesting the importance of non-linear rank-size specifications [68], deviations from Zipf’s
law were reframed as an intrinsic characteristic of largely divided economic systems [65],
identifying the locations where the impact of economic forces is more (or less) intense [32].
These results imply economic interactions at different organizational scales [34] and may
reflect the role of articulated networks mediated by accessibility, congestion externalities,
amenities, and other background factors [53].

Focusing more on the results’ comparison across spatial scales, instead of deepening
the results’ comparison across temporal scales, is justified by the findings of earlier studies
that demonstrate how changes in the spatial distribution of the Greek settlements and popu-
lation over the last three decades were relatively mild compared to what has been observed
in previous decades, namely 1951–1991 [10]. As a matter of fact, it was documented that the
distribution of resident populations remained substantially asymmetric and divided into
high-density metropolitan areas (Athens and Thessaloniki) and low-density rural districts
in Trace, Peloponnese, Epirus, and other peripheral regions in the country [64]. Moreover,
the intense rates of population growth observed in the immediate aftermath of World War II
have slowed down since the 1980s, marking a demographic decline associated with fertility
reduction and aging that has persisted until now [61]. While international immigration
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contributed to containing population deceleration, demographic rates remained substan-
tially stable (or moderately positive in some locations), slightly altering the population
geography of Greece [86]. Based on these considerations, a specific study testing Zipf’s
law for the Greek population at the level of LAU-1 municipalities demonstrated evident
stability of the estimated rank-size relationship over a prolonged time interval between
1961 and 2011 [74].

These findings—together with more general results documenting the stability of
empirically estimated Zipf’s laws over time in several advanced countries [23]—justify
limiting the empirical analysis to the most recent data for Greece (2021 census), without
any significant loss of information. However, empirical trials running the five econometric
specifications presented in this study on previous census data (2011, 2001, and 1991)
confirmed the main outcomes of the estimation of real 2021 data (unpublished results
available from the authors upon request). A refined analysis of the intrinsic stability of the
rank-size relationship over sufficiently long time intervals in Greece is, however, relevant
to regional science [34]. The impact of exogenous shocks (including intense recessions and
health crises, such as the recent COVID-19 pandemic) on the population geography in
advanced economies deserves further investigation [89]. In these regards, extending the
empirical design to other European countries, with the aim of verifying the negligible role of
using different administrative levels and territorial partitions when estimating the rank-size
relationship, seems to be particularly appropriate from a comparative perspective [20].

Another issue explored in this study is using the econometric estimation of rank-size
rules to discriminate urban from rural systems with distinctive economic functioning [21].
This evidence stems from the empirical observation that Zipf’s law in Greece, as in other
socioeconomic contexts, may assume a curvilinear shape if a complete density hierarchy
is considered, not censored at any specific value of population size (or density). Differen-
tial slope coefficients are supposed to be the intrinsic characteristics of urban and rural
systems [57]. This finding may also imply the existence of a ‘buffering zone’ with an
economic behavior between urban and rural systems [55]. With this perspective in mind,
we fitted Zipf’s law in the context of total population dynamics across urban and rural
areas in Greece, identifying (i) different slopes for low-hierarchy and high-hierarchy lo-
cations (corresponding to urban and rural places) and (ii) a distinctive deviation regime
(e.g., more or less heterogeneity) from the estimated Zipf’s law corresponding to urban
and rural locations [51]. These deviations from the empirically observed rank-size rule
for Greece were intended as a fundamental (and likely stable over scale) attribute of both
systems; more specifically, urban systems seem to exhibit higher heterogeneity, especially
in correspondence to the largest cities in the hierarchy, while rural systems display lower
heterogeneity [58]. Taken together, these disparities (both slope coefficients and hetero-
geneity regime) may reflect diversified growth drivers and a spatially varying impact of
agglomeration and scale economies when comparing urban to rural systems [12].

Based on these premises, the empirical framework proposed here can be adopted in
other socioeconomic conditions and generalized to divided countries in both advanced and
emerging contexts [48]. The framework may benefit from additional research efforts clarify-
ing the role of urban and rural economic systems in quadratic rank-size relationships [56].
As for the Greek experience, the rural–urban dualism that emerges from the estimated
(quadratic) rank-size rule is not new in the recent literature [74]. This persistent divide may
stimulate some reflections on the estimation of rank-size relationships on real population
data when classifying high-density and low-density settlements or, better, to identify urban
and rural economies governed by different drivers of change, socio-demographic transfor-
mations, and territorial contexts [73]. The distinction between urban and rural areas is a key
aspect of regional studies, and several distinctive methodologies were developed to allow
such classification based on positive and normative approaches [70]. Spatial planning may
also benefit from an operational definition of urban and rural locations [69].

Policy-oriented classifications of urban and rural areas based on the results of a
curvilinear estimation of a rank-size rule à la Zipf seem to be particularly appropriate
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because (i) the real effectiveness of spatial planning and (ii) the intrinsic response of
local systems to development policies can be vastly different at urban and rural locations
governed by diverse economic functioning [80]. Being estimated directly from the rank-size
rule of real population data, local heterogeneities in metropolitan hierarchies, both high-
density and low-density conditions, provide additional and relevant information about
spatial planning and policy measures addressing rural development, economic growth in
urban and suburban areas, and the reduction of the inherent disparities typical of socially
divided countries and/or regions [11].

In the case of Greece, heterogeneity in urban areas possibly derives from the evident
differences in urban size among the ten largest cities in the country, with two leaders
(Athens and Thessaloniki) and some laggers with a completely different (lower) economic
size and governance power [70]. Heterogeneity in rural areas is lower because of the intrin-
sic conditions of remoteness and economic backwardness typical of inland locations with
an economic system dominated by low-value-added activities such as traditional farming
and unspecialized forestry [71]. Heterogeneity in the intermediate locations—e.g., agricul-
tural districts specialized in tourism and intensive crop productions frequently linked with
urban markets—may explain, at least in part, the differential rank-size rule compared to
strictly urban and strictly rural locations [9]. Intermediate locations in Greece also include
Ionian and Aegean islands, taken as another (specific) case of semi-rurality, since they
feature low-density settlements with seasonally high-density populations because of sea
tourism and natural amenities [18].

In other words, the different slope coefficients of the empirical estimation of Zipf’s
law and the varying heterogeneity regime along the density gradient may delineate two
or more territorial systems with a possibly distinctive economic functioning. With more
specific modeling and assessment frameworks [88], these attributes can be routinely used
to classify urban, intermediate, and rural locations from an economic point of view. Based
on all these considerations, the intrinsic linkage between rural–urban discourses in gen-
eral and the application of Zipf’s law in highly divided countries thus deserves further
research efforts [89], reconnecting methodological approaches with planning and policy for
sustainable development.

5. Conclusions

The results of linear and non-linear econometric estimates of Zipf’s law for total popu-
lation suggest different socioeconomic dynamics along the urban–rural hierarchy in Greece.
A quadratic relationship was considered suitable to capture non-linear cross-sectional pat-
terns, basically highlighting two settlement structures. These structures reflect distinctive
hierarchies associated with concentrated (or dispersed) settlement patterns. A comparative
analysis of the rank-size relationship over urban–rural gradients, considering multiple pop-
ulation partitions from the same information source (e.g., demographic census), sheds more
light on the statistical significance (and the substantive meaning) of real data deviations
from Zipf’s law or other specifications predicting the geo-economic structure of regions
and countries.

In other words, the intrinsic deviation from a Zipfian pattern characteristic of rank-size
rules seems to be the basis of such hierarchy, with higher heterogeneity typical of urban
systems and lower heterogeneity typical of rural systems. Such disparities may be reflective
of different drivers of growth and change or, better, of the different roles of agglomeration
and scale economies in urban and rural locations. From this perspective, population size
remains an honest descriptor of such a gradient. Unraveling the role of heterogeneity in
population hierarchies as a basic, distinctive aspect of urban and rural locations is an issue
that merits further study. From an applied economics perspective, these empirical results
may finally support policies that promote a spatially balanced system of cities and villages
finely tuned with intrinsic (e.g., accessibility) and extrinsic (e.g., latent networking and
interactions) forces typical of any region or country.
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